Christian Stropp Portfolio

With interaction design I want to bring
meaning and quality to digital products.
I strongly believe that the best designs are grounded in
user research. I translate user insights into designs that match
your users, their goals, and typical behaviour patterns.

Delivery Hero Supplier Invoice Management
Extending functionality and usability of a backoﬃce application

About
Delivery Hero's brands around the world are oﬀering grocery
deliveries within minutes from local mini-warehouses located
throughout a city.
The back oﬃce application Supplier Invoice Module is used by
hundreds of accountants in diﬀerent markets. Before paying
incoming invoices, accountants are checking invoices for
discrepancies.
The application aims to make communication between diﬀerent
professions easy and fast. Any corrections should also update
related systems to increase the quality of internal data.

Delivery Hero Supplier Invoice Management
Problem
We found that sometimes suppliers issue
multiple invoices for the same order.
Checking these invoices is a time
consuming and tedious task that is done
with spreadsheets. These don't oﬀer
automation and do not communicate
well with other tools in the ﬁnance
department.

Design of the application before I joined the team

Delivery Hero Supplier Invoice Management

My Role
As the sole designer on this product I
worked closely with the Product
Manager to create complex new
features and increase eﬃciency of the
existing application.
I facilitated user interviews and created

„We skip this step…
it would take too long.“

a user persona. Together with the
developers we translated the

„We received 30,000
invoices last month,
every additional click is
costing us a lot of time..“

requirements into functional behavior.
I conducted multiple user tests with
iterations of diﬀerents parts of the
solutions. It was particularly challenging
to keep the UI focused while providing
ample transparency to users.
I worked closely with the developers to
align on the expected behavior and
supported the team during
development.

Diagram that shows how invoices are matched and the
speciﬁc naming of diﬀerent documents

Excerpts from the user persona for accountants

Delivery Hero Supplier Invoice Management
Solution (1/3)
To allow accountants to check a group
of invoices against one order I wanted
to give a clear overview at the top. I
added a status message with a clear
instruction on how to move this group
forward.
I changed the page from showing one
whole invoice to showing the
documents with a clear status and
summary. Accountants are now able to
identify where a discrepancy appeared,
how it aﬀects the whole group and can
take action to resolve it.
Instead of showing everything at once,
speciﬁc pages fulﬁll speciﬁc needs.

Left: Accountants can see how each invoice aﬀects
the group. Right: The full invoice has been moved to
a separate screen.

Delivery Hero Supplier Invoice Management
Solution (2/3)
In countries dealing with multiple paper invoices,
users have to manually select which products
from an order are present on a particular invoice.
We created a screen that allows them to search
or scroll through the lines quickly. We left as
much screen space for the table and anchored
the table head at the top as well as displaying a
slim summary at the top. This helps the user
understand what is still missing and when they
are done.
Based on my user tests, I found that a two step
ﬂow worked best. In the ﬁrst screen (left) users
are selecting which items from an order appear
on the invoice. In the second screen (right) they
see the result and can make any revisions
necessary.
Whenever possible, we automated steps in the
invoice matching process to reduce manual
input. In that case, clear feedback and options to
overwrite the system’s decision gives users the
conﬁdence that they are in control.

Left: Users select the lines they ﬁnd on the paper invoice from a list of ordered products with their
quantity and costs. Right: They can switch to a preview that only shows their selection and highlights
the summary.

Delivery Hero Supplier Invoice Management
Solution (3/3)
The ﬁnance process requires
secondary users to review certain
information as well.
I created a separate place for them,
to see their tasks. These users don’t
look at the data at the level of an
invoice, but at the level of the
purchase order.
I grouped all discrepancies from
diﬀerent invoices associated with

Outcome

the same order. Additionally I found

After the global release, the amount of invoices
processed through the centralized application
increased by 28% (MoM).

these users don’t need to see the full
invoices. We started showing only
the relevant lines they need to take
action on.

At the same time the amount of invoices
processed per accountant increased,
suggesting that the new solution is more time
eﬃcient than before.

Again, I added a summary for them
at the top, so they can be conﬁdent
they acted on all their tasks.
The users used to have to scroll through the entire invoice to ﬁnd
the lines highlighted in color

mjam Restaurant Ratings
Improving the restaurant rating system for a food delivery service

About mjam
mjam is the food delivery brand of Delivery Hero in the
Austrian market. Customers can order food through the
app and responsive website with convenience features
like online payment and live tracking.

mjam Restaurant Ratings
Problem
The restaurant rating system was inconsistent and intransparent.
Restaurant owners and users alike regularly misunderstood how the
rating was calculated and didn't trust that the system was fair.
Customers had the option to rate their experience with a 'thumbs up'
or 'thumbs down'. The percentage of users that recently rated a
restaurant with a 'thumbs up' was translated into a 5-star rating that
was used as the restaurant's overall rating.

My Role
When I joined the team, they were exploring two particular directions.
I ran usability tests with users to see if one of the concepts had any
major problems. I also ran a user survey to see what aspects are most
important when selecting a restaurant.
Together with the Product Manager, I kept iterating on the selected
concept. I delivered the ﬁnal design for responsive web and the
mobile app experience.
I helped communicate the expected behavior to web developers and
supported them with any questions during implementation.

The restaurant ratings were based on thumbs up/down, but shown as a 5-star rating
(Not my design)

mjam Restaurant Ratings

Research
We considered two solutions:
(1) making the thumbs rating system
consistent by using a numbered rating that
reﬂects the percentage of people that left
a 'thumbs up';
(2) switching to a ﬁve star rating system
commonly used in many ecommerce
applications.
While users understood both rating
systems, they heavily preferred the star
ratings. Users are most familiar with the
star rating and found it to be easier to ﬁnd
and read than a number based rating.

Mockups of potential solutions
(Not my design)

mjam Restaurant Ratings

Solution
As a result of the user tests, we reﬁned the concept for a 5-star rating.
We made non-essential information optional and allowed anonymous
ratings, so that users are not presented with a long form at ﬁrst.
The team wanted to collect more detailed data and we decided to add up
to ﬁve sub-ratings. Based on the data I gathered in a user survey, I added
four sub-categories that were meaningful for users.
When it comes to reading the reviews, I observed that users tend to
quickly scroll and scan the comments of negative reviews. I chose to keep
the information dense and use spacing to separate blocks of
information.
Detailed ratings of individual users, like the ones on the sub-level, are only
shown on tap/click. This reduced the load of information shown at once
and helped users to quickly scroll through the list to identify interesting
reviews.
Overall rating is submitted
in 1 easy step

Ratings older than 6 months were hidden and I decided to show a friendly
2nd step with additional
information is completely
optional now

message at the bottom of the page. This way restaurant owners can see
exactly which ratings are used in the calculation of the overall rating.
Condensed Information
display with focus on
comments

mjam Restaurant Ratings

Gracefully handling
legacy ratings

Web????
Sub-level ratings are
revealed only on
demand

Outcome
Lowering the barriers for users to submit a rating led to
an increase in ratings of about 30%.
After the release we received less complaints about
their ratings from restaurant owners. Users reported a

Communicating
when older ratings
are hidden

Desktop version showing a prompt to review the
last restaurant when users had skipped it

higher satisfaction in the category "Restaurant
Selection" (CSAT) in the survey we sent after they
ordered.

